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ABSTRACT

The article focused on the study of the psychological factors of the formation of life strategies. It focused the essential issue of the content of strategy in foreign psychology discount rate and its adjacent psychology events connected with this issue. In addition, it is given the degree of orientation of life during the early teen years with the help of learning the formation of a special experience.
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INTRODUCTION, LITERATURE REVIEW AND DISCUSSION

These days, due to the social-economic situation is not stable enough, the way of life in the design and planning issues are problematic. If Youth is very fast way of life, “the author”, they carry out their possibilities so quickly. We believe that the important part of self-awareness is the development of the strategy for the time of their life. Analysis shows that the authors of the research on this issue do not learn the problem on the one side, but are able to learn it through the different aspects. In particular, as a way of life problem(B.G. Ananev, B. Byuler, S.L. Rubinshney) as a temporary structure of the future (Bekasov Golovaxa, housing, Krone) Life future construction (Kastenbaum, Levin, Nyutten Frank); as a way of life (Alfred Adler, Erich Fromm) life choice (Druzhina) as the formation of vital strategy (Abdulkhanova-Slavskaya, Demchenkova, Peznik) and others [1,41].

Also in terms of personal life and developing strategies is desirable to put forward the following points:
1. Person life strategy- unlike other way of life-his life and his future step-by-step formation of a conscious attempt to plan ;
2. Recognizing that the strategy is associated with a one-two elements that can reflect the direction of the system;

In this context, on the one hand, this way of life as one of the best content in the future. He said the position of a person’s life is determined by the level of understanding of the life and values. On the other hand, it is possible to form a vital strategy for representing the boundaries of transnational characteristics. It is possible duration of time, resulting in a psychological place, planning and regulation reflects a number of factors, such as the plans of life [1,43-44].

Thus, the formation of essential strategy is the internal process. We have life goals, values and at the same time aware of their self-describing form. It should be noted that, as a human can evaluate subject in their analysis of the impact of the change in their life events and personal capacity. He can be beyond the border, “I”. He analyzes to estimate the changes in
the life of the process. Simultaneously, planning for future and resulting in a person’s life strategy will occur. The evolution of human life through scientific sections of society do not make a mistake a reflection of social situations. 30 years of life and way of life among other subjects offered by S.L. Rubinshteyn, but then this problem did not study over the years. S.L.Rubinshteyn drew attention to this issue again during 50 years, but it was the most difficult period for him and society [3,344-345].

B.G. Ananev tried to conduct his research during 60 years. His views were the main characteristics of this age of man. B.G. Ananev believes that social and biological aspects are connected with the age in human life. He divided the study of the way of life, they were communication, learning, energy. Because that is the way of life of the person using the same criteria as well as to learn it. B.G. Ananev brought the idea, social achievements of the concept and divided a person’s way of life into a number of stages. In particular, childhood (education, training and development) youth (education, training and communication) maturity(personal, social and professional self-found, build a family, to carry out the activities for the community). In viewing of the old ageing period to withdraw from the social and professional activities. However, the activeness will remain a in the active field. In B.G. Ananev conception, social and age period reflected instead of personal life. Nevertheless, in his conception, learning individual aspects of the way of life is the base to the next researches [2,32-33].

Today we have the opportunity to clarify the properties of the individual human life. But this is not only a study of the impact of external factors, also need to know the way of life line.

The way of person life changes and undergoes age periods. At the same time the life of the individual character of the demonstrations is considered organizers. The way of person life has ability to organize direction and increase as the subject of a high level. Some people build their own way of life that the social and psychological trends in external factors, some of its capacity, its power, and the third combines the favorable trends in the internal and external factors and the fourth is constantly trying to eliminate contradictions between them. In all cases these trends are not only a man’s character, but also are considered mental characteristics.

High personal qualities: consciousness, activity and psychological maturity forms and occurs during the way of a person’s life. The person is considered the intensity of the dynamics of the life. Content is stated the founder of a way of life. It should be noted that it is important to desire for inner life and goals. Therefore, the person should report himself about their strength [2,37-38].

In order to study this process, the staff of the Georgian school psychologists carried out a research. In research a group of young people were given information about their professions and they were asked to come to a decision on the crossroads, they appeared their installation to enter higher education. The second group did not install, because they imagined slowly about their profession, ability and possibilities. But t these installations are strong, and it is vital to determine the type of character that can be observed only within the institute entrance exams. Indeed, as the organizer of his life they could not enter university, we can take an example of young people who try to enter again and again. As a result, their installation fail to implement [2,45].
It is known that the formation of private life strategies known to all of us that it is a psychological phenomenon that cannot happen on its own. For this reason, it is vital to learn early adolescence study and how psychological factors connected with the formation of the plan.

In turn, it is considered as the main mechanism for ensuring to make fullness of the person. In initial teen life, in order to study the formation of life strategy testers used the method “Life is designed for the contents” by A.N.Leontiev.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>1 year</th>
<th>3-year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Goals in life</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Interest in the process of life and emotional fullness of life</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The resulting life or restoring satisfaction</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Locus of control-I (life master)</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Locus of control or wildlife management</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to survey results, the group testers the existence of life SECO and the formation of understanding level can be increased significantly. According to him, the scale of the figures were 22% and 26%. I can see the results of their goals, we have formed in essence it is the enormity of empty dreams, and with that approach.

Process, or an interest in and understanding of the fullness of life, emotional life, it is important group testers. According to him, these testers’ scale figures of 21% and 24% that should be noted. This is their strength, and worried about his interest in life, with a sense of joyful days.

The first young person is an important aspect of their striving to build a conscious way of life and her strength is explained. Said that, during the early teen years of self-awareness, assessment, control and management of content, such as found with the age difference. In this context, the resulting life satisfaction or self-restoring indicate that the two groups can see that it is equal to the group testers and indicators. As shown by the results, the group testers feel that if the opportunity exists it will be a positive or negative outcome for intuitive of life.

Locus of control-I I am a boss of life) scale with a focus on results, within 1 year tester group is known to be a high figure of 22%. Because they no longer try to get rid of a great impact on the appearance of it. Because their conception of my life and no one can see the priority that it should not interfere with. 3-year students are at a relatively low 18% of the results of that research. As you know, understand them and they see the difficulties of life can be explained by the occurrence of a specific look. At the same time, they are consciously aware of a help to keep people from life's efforts has always felt the need to stand.

Research methods and scale of locus of control life, or life is seen in the control group testers’ significant results. According to him, the group testers 17% and 14% of the figure, and the management of their own lives with the formation of blurred vision. In this regard, the first section consists of the sensible appearing, then come lucid state.

We can see from the above ideas, the vision of a group of testers we may realize the enormity of the age. As well as their views of life, and with the increased expectations are a part of their social experience. Including:
Concepts that have in person causes positive emotions and self-relations system;
- To find a personality with a vision of life and their values can be interpreted in line with the system;
- A vision of life in the period of early adolescence have an impact on the formation of insuring their life goals;
- During the early teen years, observed in relation to realize a vision of the life;
- A vision of life during the early teen life style found understanding criteria.
The above considerations can give the following recommendations:
- During the early teen years are the establishment of a system of self-relations;
- The first adolescent problematic situations to eliminate the reasonable skills training;
- The first time a young person establish a sense of respect for other people;
- Educational processes, the first young person should be paid attention to the development of positive qualities.
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